
GIDGEGANNUP RURAL STRATEGY UPDATE – 13th December, 2013

Update from the City of Swan:

1.       Strategic Land Use Planning have finalised the strategic level bushfire planning mapping (and
related draft report) to provide guidance on matters which may be relevant to strategic and settlement
planning in rural areas, including Gidgegannup. All of the relevant data has been gathered and
mapping has been finalised. This report has been circulated amongst the relevant business units for
comment, and will be finalised for a Council briefing in the near future. The strategic bushfire risk
analysis forms an important component of the consolidated rural planning strategy, and identifies
appropriate areas for future development/subdivision based on bushfire risks.  
 
2.       With the completion of the strategic bushfire risk assessment, all relevant information to inform
the local rural planning strategy has been gathered and the draft strategy document is being finalised.
The draft document is expected to be completed by end of January 2014 for manager/coordinator's
consideration. The key issues and background sections of the consolidated rural planning strategy
have been finalised and some of the actions and strategies are being outlined prior to internal
discussions with relevant business units. The community engagement measures (separate to formal
advertising) are also being discussed with the City of Swan's Community Engagement unit, as there
are some proposed actions and strategies that need to be adapted to suit local conditions/expectations
prior to finalising the draft strategy. Community engagement is expected to be undertaken in the first
quarter of 2014 once managers and executive have reviewed the draft document. This step will be a
crucial in translating community expectations into the planning framework, and ensuring the
strategies and objectives are aligned with local circumstances.   
 
3.       In addition to the work undertaken in respect to bushfire risk analysis and agricultural land
capability which will inform the consolidated rural planning strategy, the Western Australian Planning
Commission have since released two documents which are relevant to strategic planning in the City's
rural areas. The most significant being the revised State Planning Policy 2.5 - Land Use Planning in
Rural Areas which supports both rural (primary production, agroforestry and other rural industries)
and rural living (rural residential and rural smallholdings) land uses to cater for future needs:
 
http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/dop_pub_pdf/SPP_2- 5_Land_Use_Planning_in_Rural_Areas_2012.pdf
 
In addition to the revised SPP, the Department of Planning have released the Swan Valley Land Use
and Management Discussion Paper, following the study into land use and management of the Swan
Valley. Some of the recommendations of the discussion paper need consideration in drafting the
consolidated rural planning strategy, particularly if changes to the legislative framework (and the
Local Planning Scheme) are anticipated. A link to the discussion paper is outlined below:
 
http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/6458.asp
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